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UAL Student Voices: Davinia 

SPEAKERS 

Davinia, Richie (Culture and Enterprise), 

 

Richie  00:00 

We're gonna get started. Welcome to Davinia. Great to meet you in person today. 

 

Davinia  00:04 

Thank you. 

 

Richie  00:05 

So, I'm gonna just simply start by asking you to introduce yourself and tell us about the course you're 

on. 

 

Davinia  00:12 

So, yeah, my name is Davina Clark. And I'm studying BA Illustration and Visual Media here at London 

College of Communication. Currently, I'm on my DPS year, which is a Diploma in Professional Studies. 

And it's basically just an optional year to get experience within the industry or anything that kind of 

tailors to your practice. 

 

Richie  00:30 

Tell me a bit about your course then, I mean, what was your kind of interest in illustration? 

 

Davinia  00:34 

So, I did BTEC at sixth form, so we did like a range of different things. So, there was like one project we 

did about film posters. And, I don't know, I just really liked experimenting and like creating the film 

posters. So, I asked my teacher, like kind of, what this is, and she said illustration. And then she also 

said like illustration can be like a range of different materials, mediums, ways of working, because I 

before I only just thought it was like fine art for like creative things or like photography. I didn't know all 

these different routes you can take. So, from there, that's how I kind of found UAL LCC for the BA 

Illustration and Visual Media course. 

 

Richie 01:11 

Wow, and that sounded like a great plug for the course. What would you say at this stage is your 

specialty and specialism? I mean, what how would you define yourself as an artist but working as an 

illustrator? 

 

Davinia  01:24 

Well, for start, when people hear the word illustration, I usually think of children book illustrators. But I 

mostly do digital art, I've made the switch. It's like, for me, it's about cultural heritage, and kind of 

documenting my surroundings, my family, and just like interesting things I see. But then I also like, 
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incorporate traditional methods as well, and put that back into the digital. So, like, for example, if I do 

like lino cut, I will scan it in and embed it within my, my illustration. So, I'm just bringing all these 

different elements within it. So, for me, it's just, yeah, adapting it to how I want to tell my story and how I 

view my family, my life and things around me. 

 

Richie  02:05 

I love that kind of combination of cultural heritage, mixing kind of traditional methods, and then also 

narrative story. How have you seen that manifest or play out in some of your work? 

 

Davinia  02:18 

Since 2018, because I did foundation at UAL as well, I've always entered in the Black History Month 

exhibition. So that was like a way for me to like, put my work out there. And then also from that, I did an 

exhibition outside of uni. I was trying to network more with these two girls who are older than me, and 

they already finished their like fine art degree. And they started like their own platform that supported 

black people, just people of colour trying to get into the industry. So, they created their own exhibition. 

And then they sourced me basically, they emailed me to like, put my work in there.  

 

[02:55] 

And then in terms of like my work, I had a trip to Jamaica in 2020. It wasn't for the best reasons. But 

just being in that environment, and seeing all the colours, it was like a shift in my world. I don't know if 

it's something about going back home, like gives you that awakening or that. I don't know what the word 

is. But yeah, so that kind of changed the way I viewed my works, I started adding more colours, more 

patterns and changing the subject. So, I was really documenting my family, not just for the artwork, 

because I was interested in my family and these people that were sharing their stories. So, I think that's 

what it is, because I'm like, interested in what's going on around me. That's what kind of like, makes my 

work, I guess, authentic? 

 

Richie  03:38 

And obviously, you know, in in a time when people were isolated or restricted, I mean, what would you 

say were your other sources of inspiration? 

 

Davinia  03:49 

So, because that was during a lockdown that trip as well. But I think at first, the summer lockdown, the 

first lockdown we had was, I think the best time for me creatively because I'm someone that really 

thrives on sunlight, I don't know when it's sunny, it just gets me in a good mood. So, I was trying to tap 

back into things I used to like doing. And also, first year, the end of first year, we were like finishing up a 

project. So, we were doing animation. So, I was really trying to push myself and like tap into those new 

skills because I really find it hard. But um, so I was just trying to use the environment around me 

because I guess I was being a little bit fortunate that had some more space to work in. But then like 

kind of had a burnt out I was just tired. So, I just kind of rested for a bit because sometimes you can be 

a bit hard on yourself when you just feel like you need to go go go. But sometimes it's alright just to let 

your mind rest and then come back. Because then I can have more like ideas. 

 

Richie  04:44 
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Yeah, absolutely. And I really love the fact that you've recognised a real need to stop and reflect and 

pause and how that feeds into your creative practice as well. Where do you find that space to say right, 

I'm going to stop and pause, it's not all go? 

 

Davinia  05:00 

Definitely in the lockdown, I was listening to a lot of music just like a range of different things. Don't ask 

me the artists name because I just listened to like different playlists. And then I also like, stop creating, 

because I have an Instagram page for my artwork. So, I stopped like creating to just post on my 

Instagram page, so I just created work for like myself and try to enjoy and get out get on my head, like, 

oh, if this doesn't get a lot of likes, then it's like not good enough. So, for a while, I would just pause 

that. And I was just doing it because this is what I want to do. Because when you start like thinking 

about money, and like monetizing, and that's when it just kind of takes the joy away. So, I think that's 

where like my space was in, if I ever got like a creative block or anything. 

 

Richie  05:47 

I'm gonna talk to you a bit about the kind of challenges you faced as a student from time when your 

course started before the pandemic and then going into a kind of a digital space. 

 

Davinia  05:59 

I mean, when I first started uni, as well as foundation, I think what I struggled with the most was the 

amount of people in the class, because when I was at Sixth Form, there was only like 12 people. So, 

that was like one challenge. And then I guess it was creating work just for the sake of creating work for 

uni. Because before I had the mindset of uni work, and then my separate work, they weren't like 

combined together. So that's what made it like hard for me to enjoy the projects and booths because I 

was like, oh, I got to do this, but it's not really speaking to me. So, I had to like sit down and like, like go 

through briefs and projects and see how I can connect it to myself. So, from that I had to just change 

my mindset and just feel okay, how can I cater it, and tailor it to how I envisioned my work to look.  

 

[06:48] 

And then I guess in terms of the lockdown, at first it was alright, because I live a bit further out in West 

London. So the travelling, I was saving money. But then I was missing that like connection with other 

artists because sometimes online you, it's great like being able to like go to all these different places 

just in the comfort of your own room. But then you can't really feel like people’s energy just radiating off 

them, you can't really feel it. So, that's what I was missing. Because even though some people are my 

course they have like different interest to me, they might say that one thing or I might see something in 

their artwork in real life, and it just inspires me and I take it on to a different level. So, I think that's what 

I missed. And that's what the challenging part of lockdown was for me. 

 

Richie  07:33 

Tell me a bit bit more about that community spirit that you were missing? 

 

Davinia  07:38 

Well, being online, I think it made me realise that when we leave the lockdown, actually I need to 

participate more. Because in my first year, I was still a little bit shy and hesitant of joining things. So, I 
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was just a little bit nervous. So, I think when I came online, I was trying my best to kind of join all these 

spaces and like prepare myself for when I come out of lockdown. So yeah, I think that was my lesson 

learned... when I go back, I need to get more involved, and that's what I'm doing now.  

 

Richie  08:08 

That's amazing. What would you say though, were some of the challenges of your actual practice as an 

artist as a designer, as a creator, as an illustrator, in actually getting your work seen, even now with 

work placements, or the DPS, kind of, year out that you're taking? 

 

Davinia  08:27 

I think because we have to do like portfolios, I think I always find portfolios, hard to do in terms of like 

the layouts and trying to make my work stand out. So, I think it's the presentation of my work. So, like 

with your website, and how can you make it look, the presentation really nice, but also like have the 

work speaks for itself. So, I think that's been the hardest part for me. But in terms of like getting my 

work out there. I'm like, in the midst of trying to like understand my style, because I think that's what's 

hard is when you're like in the middle of trying to understand your style, but also trying to put yourself 

out there you feel like a bit exposed because some of the things I already like put out there I don't think 

it completely shows who I am. So, I think that's what a challenge is. The obstacle is, for me is, I think 

I'm the obstacle basically. I don't think I can't do it, I think when I have the word, I'm able to because I 

have done like these exhibitions of uni I put myself forward but sometimes it's like yourself that is an 

obstacle. 

 

Richie  09:30 

And do you think that's really about how you feel that your work is going to be judged? Or is it really 

about putting yourself in a physical environment and in a physical space? 

 

Davinia  09:38 

I don't know if I think about people judging my work because I'm confident in my skills, but it's more just 

like having my work be a bit more mature so that when I'm in these spaces, I can like articulately 

explain what it's about. Just be like so confident in it that I don't care, like, Oh, I could have done this or 

I could have done that. It's just yeah, just really developing it and understanding my practice a bit more 

and what it means to me. It's just basically a journey. So, I'm like doing this now, even in my third year, 

it's not just gonna stop, like, for just uni...  it's like a continuous thing. So, I think that's what yeah, the 

obstacle is really. 

 

Richie  10:14 

That's amazing. I want to backtrack. Living in London and then studying in London are very different 

things, right? I would imagine. So, what kind of experiences can you remember, you know, being a 

student in London, what did you see in museums and galleries that really kind of resonated with you 

that you remember? 

 

Davinia  10:32 

I live at home, so I always have to commute a bit further out to go to these places. But recently, 

because I went to Tate Britain, yeah, Tate Britain to see the Life Between Islands exhibition. So that 
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was like a really cool exhibition for me, because I think that's the first time, I've seen Caribbean art and 

black art in an exhibition before. Because when we used to go on school trips, I never really used to 

see artwork like this before, or like how they depicted black people. So, when I saw that I did feel seen. 

And then also, from that I did like, go up and speak to like, the Tate people, the people that are 

standing by, just to ask them questions.  

 

[11:14] 

And then funnily enough, when I went to another exhibition, when I went to Kehinde Wiley, I bumped 

into one of the security guys, because you saw me with the book in my hand, and he was saying, oh, 

his friend, is in the exhibition. And it was just like, such a small word, how you can like, just have 

random conversations with people. So that was like a really nice day for me. And then I was talking to 

him about my artwork. He was like, hopefully, I'll remember your name and see your work in an 

exhibition like that. So yeah, that's like, the thing that stuck with me the most, this is like the most recent 

experience? 

 

Richie  11:46 

What's been your experience of building communities and networks, you're operating in a space where 

sometimes it's a sole exercise, maybe you're involved in kind of community building work, where you're 

kind of collaborating with different people? What does it mean to be an artist and trying to build 

communities? 

 

Davinia  12:03 

I think sometimes it is hard, because especially with my course, it is quite independent. It's about like 

your practice and creating your illustration. So, we only did like one collaboration, to go out around 

London and create a zine. So that was like the first collaboration I did at uni in first year. So, it was a 

different experience for me, because I've never really like worked with someone else before. But like, 

right now, I'm trying to improve on that. Because I do think it is important to like, learn how to do listen 

to other people. Because when you're doing your own work, and you see it your way, then it's like, 

okay, I don't really want to think about what you have to say. So, it's, it's yeah practising, listening to 

other people.  

 

[12:49] 

So right now, I'm part of like a collaborative illustration group, within my year out. You might have seen 

it, the Earth Day Mural. I wasn't part of that one just yet. But I'm part of the that team that created that 

mural. So, then the next one we did was for a student led event in the tower block. So, we created like, 

some kind of like flower mural on some piece of paper and one of those like turning ball things. So 

yeah, that was like really fun. So, we're bringing all our different styles together. So that's like been 

really helpful for me, because I've never like worked in that way before. So, it's like been really 

rewarding. And it's again, helping me like listen, and learn from them and seeing how I can develop my 

own skills. 

 

Richie  13:34  
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I love that the Davinia, because what you've kind of shared with us is kind of working outside of your 

discipline, and you're working with people who are perhaps working in installation. There's kind of that 

element of, kind of community work or community spirit. Yeah, that's brilliant. 

 

Davinia  13:50 

I forgot to mention, even with the Earth Day as well, I worked with two other girls, it was called the 

Banquet of Imagination. So, we all created like food installations. And that was a material, a way of 

working I've never done before. So, it was a bit weird. But the after event of it is everyone like random 

students came in, sat down on a table, they bought their food from the canteen. And then we were all 

sitting outside together. And I was talking to people that I've never met like first year. I don't know, MA, 

second year. It was like a really nice experience. And especially since we've all kind of been online, it 

was nice to just like interact with each other again. 

 

Richie  14:29 

Amazing. So, as we start to close our conversation, I just want to maybe move away from a bit from 

your discipline, but maybe think about now what would you say to someone who is thinking of coming 

to UAL or to the LCC? 

 

Davinia  14:44 

I think I will say get involved because I know that there's this one guy who does film and he's first year 

so when I first met him, I was so surprised that he was doing all these things. I just assumed he was 

like, second or third year because first year students usually don't get involved because they're a bit 

nervous. But I will say like, that's like the best time to experience all these things because your grades 

you get doesn't account to all your degrees. So that's the best time to just experiment, use the facilities, 

get a liking to what kind of work you'd like to make, and as well as making new friends. So, joining 

societies, and even though I did a little bit, I regret not doing it to the fullest. That's why I'm doing it all 

now so that I have no regrets when I leave. So that'll be my advice. Just get involved and enjoy the 

moment. 

 

Richie  15:32 

That's brilliant advice. I mean it's... one element is about time and commitment. But there's also a 

growth. I mean, I'm sensing that there's something that you felt you were investing in your own career 

or your own development as well, right? 

 

Davinia  15:47 

Yeah, I just don't want to regret anything. I don't want to have paid all this amount of money. And then 

I've left and I'm just like, oh, I could have done this. I could have done that. Because I think with uni, I'll 

say in terms of advice is that you've bought yourself here. No one's like forced you to go unless you 

have really strict parents, I suppose. But no one's like, forced you to like pay this amount. So, like, just 

go into your lectures is not enough. There's so many things going on at uni that I just don't know about 

because even with this UAL Voice thing, I just happened to see the email and I just looked on 

SoundCloud and saw a couple of people, listened to a couple of podcasts. I mean, and one of the 

students I knew of. So, I was like, if he could do it, then I could do it. So yeah, so it's just I guess 

checking your emails as well, even though there's just so many of them, and to see what you like. 
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Richie  16:42 

Now, you and I are both from the same ends. Yeah, we're gonna get the plug here, Greenford is in 

West London. 

 

Davinia  16:50 

Give it the respect it deserves! 

 

Richie  16:51 

Exactly. So tell us about London in itself. So what would you say to someone who's going to be new to 

London and actually is trying to navigate and know their way around. 

 

Davinia  17:02 

I'm the worst person for this question. Because only recently like... this is so embarrassing, but I used 

to be scared of the underground like travelling because I used to get lost. I don't know if that's part of 

being dyslexic with like, finding your directions. But I think like planning your route is one thing. 

Planning your route knowing how you're going to get from A to B. Another good thing is Student Art 

Pass. I think it's five pounds, just to get the card and it gives you like discounts on like galleries and 

exhibitions. And if you just like go on the website, it tells you what's on so things like that. Eventbrite, 

Instagram pages, I will TikTok, because TikTok is actually the place, TikTok is the place if you just 

hashtag London what to do in London, like, loads of things come up. That's how I like find most of the 

things and all the galleries and things I've gone to is through TikTok I quite like. 

 

Richie  17:54 

You've mentioned putting some of your work through Instagram, are using any of that in TikTok as 

well? 

 

Davinia  17:59 

Yeah, I do TikTok but Instagram is more like a portfolio for me. And then TikTok is more the behind the 

scenes of an artist, like the funny side of it, like using all the sounds and then putting like the funny 

captions. 

 

Richie  18:13 

So I mean, this is maybe the more meta question, the bigger question, but how have you changed? 

What would you say has changed in you as as an artist as a creator? 

 

Davinia  18:23 

Well, you said it like, I definitely think I'm more confident because I used to be like that person where, 

like, if I see an opportunity, like I really want to do it, but I didn't know like the back of my head. I'm so 

nervous. So, I'm just like, ah forget it. But then you have that regret, like, oh, why didn't I do it? And then 

you just get sleepless nights thinking about what if? So, I think yeah, definitely, I've grown more 

confident. And because of that understanding of myself, understanding who I am, it's helped me 

become a bit more articulate when I'm speaking because sometimes, I feel like I stutter a lot. But I don't 

know if it's all in my head. So just like pausing and like not being too hard on myself, I think, is what I've 
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learnt. But just from seeing, like from last year to now like I've seen a change because I probably 

wouldn't be doing a podcast. I've done like a couple of public speaking since coming out of lockdown, 

because everything was online. So just very myself into that that's something I would never have done 

before, the old me. So, I always have like this dream of me like on a podium stage of like loads of 

people. So, I think that's what I'm trying to build up to. 

 

Richie  19:33 

Nice, nice. 

 

Davinia  19:35 

Oh no, I hold it to myself, because the whole world is here.  

 

Richie  19:38 

Well, you've  got to manifest that now, haven't you?  

 

Davinia  19:40 

I have to, I've put it out there now, I have to do it.  

 

Richie  19:55 

Divinia, you have been an absolute pleasure to speak to today and I wish you the best in your career. 

And good luck in your last year as well. 

 

Davinia   19:54 

Yeah, I'm excited for it. 

 

Richie   19:55 

Thank you so much. 

 

Davinia  19:56 

Thank you for having me. 

 

Richie  19:57 

Pleasure, pleasure. 


